Discover Sheldon’s collection—outside.

More than thirty sculptures from Sheldon Museum of Art’s permanent collection are displayed year-round across the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s City and East Campuses, with major works by international artists from the early twentieth century to today.

Please use this map to create your own self-guided tour.
CITY CAMPUS

1. Catherine Ferguson
   *The Source City* (1992)
   Aretta II
   Small iron, 1990
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-5430.2000

2. Mark di Suvero
   *Third Stage (Standing)* (1992)
   Old Glory
   Painted steel, 1992
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-3552.947

3. Richard Serra
   *Iron Gate III* (1992)
   Greenwood
   Cor-Ten steel, 1992
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-1440.952

4. Roxy Paine
   *New York* (1992)
   Breach
   Stainless steel, 2004
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-12740.952

5. Michael Heizer
   *Dry Creek* (1992)
   Physical Flageolet Geometric
   Modified concrete, stone, and granite, 1994
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-3552.952

6. William Tucker
   *Bare* (1992)
   Ouroboros
   Bronze, 1992
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-5430.952

7. Claes Oldenburg
   *Bridal Veil* (1992)
   Coozie van Bruggen
   Mangolite, 1992
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-5430.952

8. Jesús Moroles
   *Enmarcha* (1992)
   Granito H-Char
   Oklacorte granite, 1992
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Karen and Robert Duncan
   U-639.2013

9. Tom Citrines
   Faiten Dreamer
   Polished New Imperial Red granite, 1992
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
   U-1440.952

10. Jacques Lipchitz
    *Doréplan* (1992)
    Balder (Baigneuse)
    Bronze, 1988
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, bequests of Frances Sheldon and Allen Borenstein Sheldon
    U-1440.952

11. Bruno Lucchesi
    *Bom hijos* (1992)
    Pietra
    Bronze, 1992
    Nebraska Art Association Collection
    U-1035.952

12. Julius Schmidt
    *Unidentified* (1992)
    Untitled Relief
    Bronze, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, anonymous gift through The Acquisition of Arts
    U-1440.952

13. Saul Balizman
    *Jubilante* (1992)
    Serenity
    Bronze, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, bequests of Frances Sheldon and Allen Borenstein Sheldon
    U-1440.952

14. Gaston Lachaise
    *Paris* (1992)
    Floating Figure
    Bronze, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, bequests of Frances Sheldon and Allen Borenstein Sheldon
    U-1440.952

15. Tony Smith
    *Orange Village* (1992)
    Willy
    Wood, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, bequests of Frances Sheldon and Allen Borenstein Sheldon
    U-1440.952

16. William King
    *Jacksonville* (1992)
    Jackhamper
    Cast bronze with natural patina, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
    U-5430.952

17. William Tucker
    *Chicago* (1992)
    Ako’s Enso II
    Cast bronze with natural patina, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
    U-5430.952

18. Robert Murray
    *van Horssen, B.C.* (1992)
    Ako’s Enso II
    Cast bronze with natural patina, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Dickson Museum Art Gallery
    U-5430.952

19. Juan Hamilton
    *Naked* (1992)
    Birth of Venus
    Bronze, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, bequests of Frances Sheldon and Allen Borenstein Sheldon
    U-1440.952

20. Reuben Nakian
    *Sculpture* (1992)
    Birth of Venus
    Bronze, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, bequests of Frances Sheldon and Allen Borenstein Sheldon
    U-1440.952

21. Jim Huntington
    *No title* (1992)
    Without Echo
    Steel and copper, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Mike Conger Memorial
    U-1440.952

22. Lyman Kipp
    *Diel Brees, F.I.* (1992)
    Ulysses
    Marble, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Anna and Frank M. Hall
    U-1440.952

23. Fletcher Benton
    *Panther* (1992)
    Balanced/Unbalanced Wheels #2
    Painted steel, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, anonymous gift in honor of Carol and Saul Rosenzweig
    U-4371.952

24. Charles Ginnever
    *Horse* (1992)
    SAWI
    Bronze, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Kohs
    U-4371.952

25. Richard McDermott Miller
    *New York* (1992)
    SHIFT
    Painted steel, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Kohs
    U-4371.952

26. Jun Kaneko
    *Sandy Dance* (1992)
    Birth of Venus
    Ceramic and galvanized steel, 2009
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of June and Paul Schneier
    Texas Art Museum
    U-1440.952

27. Michael Todd
    *Iron Orpheus* (1992)
    Daifaro XV (Great Circle)
    Stone, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Sheldon Museum of Art
    U-1440.952

28. Scott Burton
    *No title* (1992)
    Two-Part Table
    Stainless steel and wood, 1992
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Carol and John Rice
    U-1440.952

29. Bryan Hunt
    *No title* (1992)
    Arch Falls
    Cast aluminum and lead, 1992
    Sheldon Museum of Art, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
    Gift of the National Endowment for the Arts
    U-1440.956

30. Yinka Shonibare
    *No title* (1992)
    Wind Sculpture IV
    Stainless steel with handpainted fiberglass resin core, 2005
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Invisage Research
    U-1440.2214

EAST CAMPUS (not on map)

Located on Holdredge Street between N 33rd and N 48th Streets

East Campus Mall

Jeff Fauser

Ascot
*Cor-Ten steel* (1992)

Law College Courtyard

Michael Todd
*Iron Orpheus* (1992)

Akira Enso II
*Bronze* (1992)

International Quilt Study Center and Museum

Linda Fleming

Revere

C.Y. Thompson Library

John Henry

Wake Dance
Plated steel, 1992

University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Ruth and Robert Vogel

Sheldon Museum of Art, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Gift of the National Endowment for the Arts

A few guidelines for your visit:

- Please do not touch or climb on any sculpture. Help us protect the art so the next visitor can enjoy it as much as you.
- Pets are welcome to accompany you but must be leashed at all times.
- Photos are encouraged! Share your images on social media.
- Help us keep our campuses clean by using appropriate recycling and trash receptacles.

*The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is tobacco-free.*